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Summary
Although Iran’s mastery of the nuclear fuel cycle presents an inherent option
for creating a bomb, the Tehran regime has no urgent incentive to build
nuclear weapons. Current U.S. policy, which emphasizes coercive sanctions
and diplomatic isolation to compel Iran to comply with its obligations under
the nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT), would fall squarely under the rubric
of containment, even as the term has been eschewed and delegitimized in
the U.S. policy debate. As long as Iran does not overtly cross the U.S. “red
line” of weaponization, U.S. policy will likely remain containment in form, if
not in name.
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All Options Are on the Table
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The problem for the United States is that the nuclear
crisis is immediate, whereas the prospects for regime change
or evolution in Iran are uncertain.

decision making as being “guided by a cost-ben-
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Obama declared in a speech to the American
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Conclusion
In Iran, the nuclear issue remains a proxy for the
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unresolved debate over that country’s relationship
with the United States and the outside world.
Maintaining a hedge option for a nuclear weapon
(absent some perceived security imperative for
acquisition) is Iran’s strategic sweet spot.
The term containment has been eschewed and
delegitimized in U.S. policy debate.Yet it is an
accurate description of current U.S. policy toward
Iran and is likely to persist as long as the Tehran
regime does not cross Washington’s red line of
weaponization.
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